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MINISTERôS MESSAGE 

Dear Friends 

For my letter this month I have chosen a controversial topic, not for the sake of 

being controversial, but I strongly believe that we need to talk about difficult 

issues, otherwise our faith is in danger of becoming static as opposed to grow-

ing, and disturbingly becoming irrelevant in the 21st Century.  As always Iôm 

not asking you to agree with me, all I ask is that you think about the issue and 

in light of your own experience and understanding of God and the life Jesus led 

and called others to lead. 

The Issue I want to raise is that of same sex relationships, the blessing of them 

and the issue of marriage. 

I was personally very disappointed with where this yearôs conference went with 

this issue, or more to the point where it didnôt go, and the consultation process 

with the wider church.  However, I do not want to spend the next page and a bit 

rehashing a conference report you can find and read for yourselves if you 

choose to.  Instead let me share briefly my own feelings on the matter, and 

please remember that this is just a brief snapshot of my personal thoughts and 

beliefs. 

Perhaps I should begin by nailing my colours to the mast. 

Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, I am very happy for couples to be in 

same sex relationships, whether that is as partners in a legalised civil partner-

ship or married.  In addition to that, where these relationships are loving, car-

ing, faithful and respectful of each partner I believe that God blesses them too.  

I also very firmly believe that were Jesus walking our streets today he would 

bless them just as he would bless any relationship that is loving regardless of 

parties involved.   
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What I have an issue with are sexual practices that are promiscuous, exploitative 

and demeaning regardless of the gender or sexual orientation of any involved.  

Another issue I have is that much of the media, and parts of the Church are 

obsessed with sex between gay/lesbian couples, rather than asking is this 

relationship a loving one in which the couple are trying to live out the 

unconditional love of God, as we believe is shown through the life of Jesus. 

Jesusô life was about love, unconditional love.  We can all pick and choose bits of 

the bible we want to uphold, but for me it is difficult to get past these three.  In 

Matthew we find Jesus telling us that óloving God, and loving your neighbour as 

yourself are the two things that their religion is about, and everything else in 

scripture points to, or is influenced by theseô (Iôve paraphrased that a bit).  We also 

find in the same gospel (7:1) wise words from Jesus óDo not judge others, or you 

too will be judgedéô  And finally in Luke (6:31) we find these words óDo to 

others, as you would have them do to you.ô  If that is what our faith is about, and I 

for one believe it is, then I do not see how we can keep rejecting the issue of same 

sex relationships.   

At the very least I believe it is time we found space and fora where we can hold 

open and honest discussions as a matter of urgency on these issues that are facing 

the Church in the 21st century.    Perhaps the question we all ought to begin by 

asking ourselves is do we believe that Jesus offered unconditional love, and if so 

what do we understand by unconditional love and how do we follow that example? 

Till next time 

Andrew 

A THOUGHT TO PONDER. 

Matthew Paris writing in The Times (Thursday 25th September 2014) and quoting 

the final sentences of a story about five Peruvians, hurled to their deaths in 1714 

when a rope bridge snapped (The Bridge of San Luis Rey (1927) by Thornton 

Wilder).  

ñBut soon we shall die and all memory of those five will have left the earth, and 

we ourselves shall be loved for a while and forgotten. But the love will have been 

enough; all those impulses of love return to the love that made them. Even 

memory is not necessary for love. There is a land of the living and a land of the 

dead and the bridge is love, the only survival, the only meaning.ò 
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WORSHIP IN NOVEMBER 

02 10.30 Mr. John Summerwill 

 6.30 Chapel Allerton 

09 10.30 Rev Andrew Atkins  HolyCommunion / Remembrance Day 

 4.00 Seacroft   United/ Circuit Service 

16 10.30  Rev Andrew Atkins  Baptism   

 6.30 Rev Andrew Atkins  Holy Communion 

23 10.30 Dr Richard Vautrey  

 6.30 Rev Robert Creamer  

30 10.30 Mr . Ted Britton 

 6.30  St Ed,mundôs   Ecumenical Service 

HOW WELL DO WE KNOW OUR MINISTERS? 

Following on from the article last month from Andrew we have an account from 

Palo describing how he came to faith and was called to ministry in South Africa 

Ed. 

MY CALL TO MINISTRY Rev Palo Tshume 

I was brought up in a Christian family, attended church every Sunday, and was a 

member of the Boy Scouts.  My father died when my twin and I were seven years 

old and my mother was the sole bread-winner and continued to raise us well 

without my father.  Our parents were Christians who did not celebrate birthdays 

but Christmas was our most celebrated event. I grew up where Sunday was 

considered a Holy Day.  Nothing should be done on a Sunday, no shopping or 

sport - everybody would wake up and go to church. 

At about the age of five, I had a dream about a huge man with a long beard. The 

dream frightened me and I told my father.  He said that it must have been God.  

My father was a Methodist minister and early most evenings, he would sit with 

us and tell us bible stories. We were unaware that they were bible stories.  The 

stories were about very happy and bold, successful people. 
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I remember that it was customary to have our meals at the table as a family. 

There were times when I would imitate my father and preach during meal 

times.  I might have just made a noise but nobody complained and I was 

encouraged to continue.  My friends and I used to huddle together in front of 

the entrance to the church.  There were steps leading to the door and as children 

we would pretend that the stairs were where the congregation would sit and 

listen.  We really enjoyed taking turns in preaching. 

My mother was a devoted Christian and prayed every morning. We were left 

out of these early morning prayers and I would often awake and find her 

praying.  In the evenings we had a family prayer and all of us (seven children), 

were expected to attend and to take part in singing and the reading of scripture.  

Sometimes we would take turns to lead the prayer.  My mother used to say 

óthank youô all the time when she was praying. Life was not easy after the death 

of my father but she believed in God and God assisted her to carry all seven of 

us throughout our education. 

My faith had its ups and downs. We decided to assist our mother by working 

during the school holidays which made it difficult for us to attend church and 

we lost the spiritual growth.  We were in Standard six at the time. I returned to 

church when I was at the Methodist Church Institution, Healdtown, studying for 

my secondary education.  I joined the confirmation class and was confirmed 

into full membership of the Methodist Church.  I then really felt that God was 

calling me by name.   

At this time I had become a professional boxer.  We had set up a proper boxing 

club in the institution. There was a gymnasium and boxing gloves but there was 

no structure.  This again took me away from my commitment to the church.  I 

got married after I qualified as a teacher, and I was married to Zola, who was a 

teacher at that time as well. I left teaching and worked for the municipality as a 

teacher at that time as well. I left teaching and worked for the municipality as a 

personnel assistant.  I tripled the salary I was getting employed as a teacher.  I 

then left the municipality and joined Goodyear Tyres as a personnel officer, and 

once again, increased my salary.  Unbeknown to me, my mother had 

encouraged my wife to join a church-based Womenôs Manyano (Womenôs 

Union).  They were very close.  I was surprised to find my wife dressed in their 

uniform.  This incident of her being seriously involved in church motivated me 

to think seriously about my Christian life which was nil at that time. 
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I was approached by a certain Mr Tambo who was a class leader in the church 

where my father used to minister and he invited me to attend their class meetings 

in the church. I promised him that I would come.  Early one Sunday morning 

when I was sleeping I was woken up by Mr Tambo who asked me to prepare and 

accompany him to attend the class meeting before the service commenced.  I 

told him to go and that I would follow him but he insisted on waiting for me and 

to take my time.  He made sure that I did not miss classes and I started attending 

every Sunday.   

This was a crucial time in South Africa as apartheid was strong and Blacks were 

suffering.  A resistance movement was started in our township called Port 

Elizabeth Civic Organisation.  At our first rally, which was held in one of the 

biggest halls, I was elected as secretary of the organisation. That was the turning 

point in my life. I stopped going to church as I was very busy with meetings and 

attending to community grievances.  I was arrested for going to Lesotho and 

meeting members of the African National Congress, which was a banned 

organisation that time in South Africa.  We went to ask for assistance to support 

the families of workers who were on strike at the Ford Motor Company. We 

were detained and placed in solitary confinement for seven weeks. 

It was during this confinement that I had time to count my blessings and to 

understand what God had done for me. I was alone and very hungry and I did 

not see anybody unless they came to take me for interrogation. Many times my 

plate of food was pushed through an opening under the cell door. On my release 

I was placed under a banning order which meant I was under house arrest.  

Goodyear Tyres were willing to accept me back and offered me a separate office 

away from my colleagues.  After a short period Goodyear Tyres decided to 

terminate my services.  No company was willing to employ me. 

The organisation assigned me to run a community newsletter.  I was asked to be 

secretary/ treasurer. It was not an easy job but I continued with it, though there 

were times when I was arrested and faced criminal charges.  I approached the 

superintendent of our circuit and told him that God has now burned all my 

bridges and left me with only one and that was to answer His call.  The circuit 

superintendent advised that I needed to prove that God was calling me.  I had to 

join the Young Menôs Guild, Local Preachers and was assigned the task of 

bringing together families who were forcibly removed from their homes and 

placed in an open space just outside of Port Elizabeth.  We were blessed because  
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that group of people have grown up into a circuit of their own.  I served in that 

placement for two years and I was moved to a station in Thabanchu as a 

Presidential elected candidate.  I was accepted as a probationer in the conference 

of that year. 

I served two years in a circuit as a probationer, and was sent to college to study 

for three years. I was ordained in my final year at college.  After that I was placed 

in Durban for nine years, Graaf Reinet for two years and Cape Town for two 

years.  I then joined my wife in 2005 in England who was working as a Social 

Worker.  I resigned as a minister in South Africa and was accepted in the British 

Methodist Connexion in Blackpool 2007.  The rest is history.  

Palo. 

THE BENEVOLENT FUND. 

In this time of great austerity when it appears the rich are getting richer and the 

poor, poorer and so many people are resorting to food banks in  what we are told 

is one of the richest countries in the world, it seems an appropriate time to 

mention Lidgett Park Benevolent Fund.  If you know of any cases of hardship 

within the church family, your own family or the wider neighbourhood then 

please give a thought to this fund.  We are not able to give out large donations but 

in a time of trouble we may be able to help. 

The Fund donates a cheque requiring two signatures, one from the Fund secretary 

and the other the Church minister or treasurer.  It is a totally confidential service 

and no names of recipients are recorded. 

Barbara Holmes  Benevolent Fund Secretary. 

CHURCH PROJECT. 

Congratulations to the hard work of the people who organise our church projects, 

the effort and success always amaze me along with the support given.  I wish this 

yearôs project every success.  However I was delighted to find recently that a 

collection was sent from us to Gaza via Christian Aid.  For those of us who heard 

a representative who spent time in Gaza monitoring the safety of the local farmers 

and highlighting the difficulties for the people I went away feeling very 

troubled.  Also following the reading of Dr Izzeldin Abuelaishôs book  ñI Shall 

Not Hateò I was hoping the Church Council might consider a project for 

Gaza.  Christian Aid run several projects there based on education, and support. I 

am aware there are issues on both sides of the conflict and pray for some 

resolution. 

Barbara Holmes  
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WHAT DOES IT INVOLVE? 

The smooth running of the church depends on the hard work of various people. 

They deserve some acknowledgement and so I asked the property committee to 

give us some idea of what they get up to on our behalf. Ed. 

 

LIDGETT PARK CHURCH PROPERTY COMMITTEE ï A JOURNAL. 

 

¶ Start the week with checking the rotas for the week for locking up and the 

church grass cutting. 

¶ Check for meetings coming up (only 2 a year, but donôt want to miss one). 

Agenda for meeting to be issued. 

¶ End of school term so rents are due from some room hirers and invoices 

need to be issued. Liaise with treasurer to check for any other outstanding 

rents. 

¶ Redecorating of room to be arranged and rota to be sorted out. Paint to 

buy. 

¶ Negotiations for the new lighting and ceiling costs have been completed 

and a start date for the work agreed. Access by remaining users checked. 

¶ A date for the secondary glazing installation has been agreed. 

¶ An existing user needs more rooms so need to check availability and, as 

ever, more storage is needed. Need to check what can be moved to free up 

more space and negotiate with other users. A chance for a clearout. 

¶ Need to agree alterations and decorations to room now to be used. 

¶ Oh yes, check for the flying ants (hopefully all gone). Remember to order 

an exterminator in the Spring. 

¶ Hopefully thatôs all for this week but who knows for next week. Must 

remember the meter readings for the beginning of the week. 

¶ Oh yes, church carpets to clean ------ 

¶ That makes it gardening, administration, invoicing, painting and 

decorating, estimating, negotiating, pest control, cleaning, meter reading. 

Hope it is quieter next week. 
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BELIZE AND  LIDGETT 

Stan has me to provide some information to keep everyone informed of how 

Lidgett has assisted the Methodist Church in Belize over the past few years.  

One of the main things you did was provide support and prayers for me while I 

was there! Without my Lidgett family in 

the background I know things would be 

different.  

Back in 2010, Lidgett had a major 

fundraising effort, after I told you all about 

the plans for the new Methodist High 

School in Belmopan, and a little over 

Ã20,000 was raised ï an amazing amount, 

and it enabled all the foundations of the 

school to be completed.  

With help from many others, including a grant 

from the Methodist World Missions Fund, and 

some funding from the Education Ministry of 

Belize, the first phase of the school was 

completed and opened in August 2013, with 96 

first year 

students.  

  

 

Since then, mainly with assistance from various 

United Methodist Churches,  building the next 

floor has continued, even as the students were in 

class, and the deadline to complete the next set 

of classrooms was met ï the second intake of  

over 90 children. The Irish Methodist Church also sent a container load of 

equipment and supplies for the Methodist schools in Belize, (Revôd Andrew and 

Julie Cunningham from Ireland were in Belize as Mission Partners for a year), 

and while most of it was for the primary schools, there was a consignment of 

computers for the high school.  
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I know Lidgett has been doing another amazing job in fundraising for óEducation 

Belizeô and we hope that what you send will go towards equipping the next phase 

of the building which will include the science and other labs, as well as further 

classrooms ready for the next year!  

The building is L-shaped, and while 

the foundations have been completed 

for the 2nd óLô, work needs to get 

underway on building this. So there is 

still a major amount of work to do! 

Please continue to keep Belize and 

especially the high school in your 

prayers.  

In addition to this, I told you about my 

friend Angella. Grateful thanks from 

her too with the help in replacing the 

stolen money, and she moved to 

another apartment, in Belize City, just 

after I visited in July. This is much 

easier for transport for both herself and her 2 daughters. All 3 of them are students 

now! Kirsten the youngest is starting the equivalent of the 4th form here; Kirklyn is 

completing the equivalent of óAô levels, both with the assistance of scholarships, 

and Angella herself is at the University of Belize in Belmopan (an hourôs bus ride 

each way) studying for her B.Ed. degree. She is receiving 80% of her salary from 

the government while she does this (as they see her as Principal material!), but she 

needs to pay the fees herself. We thank God for the generosity of those assisting 

her with this, and supplementing her monthly income so she can make ends meet 

still.  

I know that everyone concerned with the High School project is immensely 

grateful to Lidgett Park people, and they would love it if any of you would like to 

go visit (Belize is a great holiday destination as well ï tropical rainforest, Maya 

temples, the second longest barrier reef in the world, and many beaches and 

tropical islands).   Some of them are saving up from now to come and visit 

England in July 2016 (something to do with an Ordination service!) and I hope 

that we will be able to plan something for them at Lidgett to coincide with this.  
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Greetings from Angella and from Revôd Papouloute (District President) as well as 

from me to you all ï and Thanks Again!      

Deacon Maggie Patchett. 

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT. 

Summary to end of financial year (end August) ï there may be a little more still to 

come in. Alan Wittrick 

Individual donations including gift aid  Ã1437 

Donation from drama group                  Ã800 

Donation from ladies group                   Ã300 

Saturday morning coffee etc                  Ã2996 

Sunday morning coffee donations         Ã985 

Freds quiz                                             Ã269 

Viv Naylors party                                 Ã205 

Muriels party                                         Ã740 

Wendel singers concert                         Ã700 

Launch dinner                                      Ã337 

Afternoon cream teas                           Ã403 

Wilks' coffee morning                          Ã65 

Profit on calendars                               Ã46 

Soiree                                                   Ã600 

French caf®                                          Ã515 

Farrers quiz evening                            Ã160 

Profit on cook books  (so far)                 Ã386 

other                                                        Ã201 

 

Total                                                  Ã11,145 
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PRAYER FOR CHANGE NOVEMBER 2014. 

 

As Nazmal Chowdhury, project manager of Practical Action, Bangladesh, put it: 

óForget making poverty history. Climate change will make poverty 

permanent.ô (From the Christian Aid website) 

Matthew 13: 18-23 

 

Creator God, before long negotiators from around the world will meet in Lima 

for the United Nations Climate Change Conference to set the global climate 

change agenda for 7.25 billion people worldwide and untold generations to 

follow.  

 

Redeemer God, we pray delegates from all countries will understand your will, 

will recognise we are too profligate in our use of fossil fuels without 

appreciating the impact day to day ónormalityô has on poorer people, 

communities living close to sea level or reliant on the land for their daily bread 

and water. 

 

Consistent God, we often concern ourselves with small everyday worries. Enable 

us to see the óbig pictureô known to you. The parables from Jesus are our 

window into your love. 

 

We have marched, written letters, seen our MP, made some changes, still we feel 

powerless. But it is not power for ourselves we seek, rather that your love shall 

be felt around the world from Lima 2014 to Paris 2015. 

 

In the name of Jesus we pray. 

Amen 

 

For further information on climate justice see: http://www.christianaid.org.uk/

ActNow/climate-justice/Index.aspx  

 

Join Christian Aid, Operation Noah and others in calling for action to combat 

climate change. 

http://www.christianaid.org.uk/ActNow/climate-justice/Index.aspx
http://www.christianaid.org.uk/ActNow/climate-justice/Index.aspx
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A WESLEYAN PERSPECTIVE ON PREDESTINATIONðPART 2                                           

This is the second of three articles related to a sermon on Romans 8:28-39 

preached by John Summerwill at Lidgett Park in July 2014. 

In Romans  8:30  Paul says: óThose whom he predestined he also called; and 

those whom he called he also justified; and those whom he justified he also 

glorified.ô 

In the previous article I said that these words underlie the doctrine of 

predestination because they have been interpreted to mean that God has chosen 

some for salvation, and, by implication, rejected the rest. John Wesley, who 

followed Arminius rather than Calvin, did not interpret them in that way. There 

was never any doubt in his mind that these words are inclusive, not exclusive. 

Calvinists read into the words things they do not say. Nothing in the words 

themselves suggests that there are two groups of people, or that anyone is 

rejected. Their inclusive meaning becomes clear when we read them in the 

context of Paulôs letter, in which he wrestles with his concern for his fellow 

Jews. Why did Godôs chosen people reject the Messiah when he came? Whatôs to 

become of them? Has God written them off? No, Paul canôt believe that. Heôs 

convinced that God still has a purpose for the Jews. But Paul thinks that he and 

his readers are living in a sort of in-between time. God has first of all revealed 

himself and his will for his people in the law he gave to Moses and Israel. Then 

he has revealed himself more fully in Christ with a message for all humanity. 

Then he has given the Holy Spirit to bring people to the realisation that they are 

children of God and heirs of Godôs promises. The creation itself is waiting with 

eager longing for the revealing of the sons of God: thereôs glory to come. This, in 

a nutshell, is his line of argument in the surrounding chapters. So the thrust of 

Paulôs thinking is clear about this: that the people God has predestined, called 

and justified are no longer just the Jews, and not just a select few of the Gentiles 

either; itôs the whole of humanity that God is seeking. He has chosen everyone to 

be remade in the image of his Son! 

Casting your mind back to schooldays, do you remember standing in a row with 

the other kids while two leaders chose people to be in their team? It was glorious 

to be chosen by the leader you most admired: it was misery to be the last to be 

chosen, or to not be chosen at all! The whole system of education in those days 

blatantly divided us at the age of 11 into winners and losers. For those of us who 

were lucky enough to be among the chosen, doors opened to new worlds that our 

parents had never imagined. Life chances were much harder for the rest. The 

principle of comprehensive schooling is to try to avoid all the waste of talent that 

the 11+ system caused and to make everyone a winner. All are chosen: all have a 

chance to succeed. I know there are lots of problems with that, and that it is very 

simplistic to think that all do have the same chances when there are so many 

unequal factors in the background: differences in our genes; in the skills of our 

parents; in the availability of resources; in the abilities of different teachers. Iôm  
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not trying to oversimplify ðmerely to make the point that if we can imagine that  

it is possible to be more inclusive by choosing everyone rather than some, we can 

surely imagine that an inclusive God will do the same ð choose all. 

And that is the gospel that John and Charles Wesley preached and sang, and that 

we sing still. You know, surely, the four ALLS of Methodism. 

All need to be saved from our sinful nature and actions. 

All can be saved, or justified, or made right with God (which Calvinists denied 

but which Wesley insisted was what scripture affirms when it says in Acts 

221, óWhoever calls upon the name of Lord will be savedô). 

All can know they are saved (which again Calvinists rejected, saying that God 

alone knows, while Wesley pointed to verses earlier in Romans 8 about 

the Spirit bearing witness with our spirits that we are the children of God, 

giving us the assurance to sing: óNo condemnation now I dreadô). 

All can be saved to the uttermost, or glorified by being reformed in the image 

of Godôs Son, which is the goal of Christian perfection, or perfect love, 

for which we pray in the words óthat we may perfectly love you and 

worthily magnify your holy nameô). 

Here is the characteristic Wesleyan insistence, then, that the predestination of 

which Paul speaks is not for the select few but for everyone. All humanity is 

destined to be made Christ-like, and none is destined to be left out. 

What Paul says about predestination is concerned only with Godôs ultimate wish 

and intention for us in terms of salvation. It is a mistake to infer from these words 

that every detail of our future has already been decided. Nothing in Paulôs words 

should lead us to think that our fate is altogether outside our control. God calls us 

to respond to his love, but we are not compelled. We are free agents, free to refuse 

Godôs offer of salvation. God does not play tricks on us, pretending to give us a 

freedom that is illusion, nor make promises as worthless as the false guarantees 

offered by disreputable traders. What the consequences may be for those who 

reject Godôs call we cannot really know. It may be that ultimately no one will ð 

that Godôs love will prevail. We need not speculate. What matters is that we 

respond, and offer to others the good news so that they can respond as well. 

If we do respond, what then? Then we are set up to begin to realise all the benefits 

of being Godôs children, knowing ourselves to be loved. The rest of this chapter in 

Romans is an ode of praise, an outpouring of wonder at the breadth and depth and 

everlasting length of the love of God for all the people in his creation. 

In the next and final article we shall look at what Paul means by the words in 

Romans 828: óWe know that in everything God works for good with those who love 

him.ô 
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HOBBIES 

We were interested in the reference to hobbies in a recent óLinkô. My principal 

hobby has been foreign travel, in which I have been glad to be accompanied by my 

dear wife, Barbara. I suspect she wants to keep an eye on what I get up to. 

We began with France, trying to conquer the written text. After enjoying Dumasô 

epic, óThe Count of Monte Cristoô we tackled Marcel Pagnolôs fascinating stories 

about his childhood. It was then time to master the lingo. Here, we were very 

fortunate. We met a vivacious French lady, who was the best teacher we have ever 

known. She was patient, humorous, and an expert at motivation. Very soon we 

were able to converse with anyone we met in France. This added an extra 

dimension to French holidays. We found that we loved France, its countryside, its 

people, and its cuisine. Yum! 

Our next foreign trip was imposed upon us. We learned to our horror that our son-

in-law, Brian, had accepted a job in Australia, taking our elder daughter, Ann, with 

him. We decided we must arrange a trip to Aussie before we became too old to do 

so. Urgent enquiries revealed that we could fix a global trip with good, and cheap 

hotels at every stop. On our way, we explored the glory of Greece, the typical 

Aussie house, with its swimming pool, the sight of fairy penguins and koala bears, 

and the wonderful warm waters of Waikiki beach. But the best was still to come. 

Brian was refused a work permit in Australia. Hallelujah! And when, soon after, 

Brian accepted a post in America, we welcomed this with equanimity (almost). 

Since then we have enjoyed many places in the States and Canada. Howôs that for 

a hobby? 

Ken Massey. 

It sounds like a good hobby Ken. I should be delighted if I am still able to have a 

hobby like that when (if) I get to 92! Ed.  

A MEMORABLE OCCASION. 

September  saw the marriage of 

Graham and Val Saundersô 

daughter, Elizabeth, to Dr David 

Mossop at  Lidgett Park. It was a 

very happy event and it was 

refreshing to see the Christian 

commitment with which Elizabeth 

and David entered their life 

together. The flowers were superb.  


























